
                           

                         

                           Hand-Hammered Copper Products
for Home and Business

www.cottaquillacopper.com

                                    

We offer to Qualified Wholesale Customers:

* Copper Products for Home and Business
* Custom Orders in Copper

All at Wholesale Prices
* Contact us by phone, or e-mail:

Sam White (214) 935-9108, samwhite@mexicanhomeart.com
Wayne Brewster – US 480-639-3796 or Mexico 011-52-443- 380-3135,

wbrewster91@yahoo.com 

http://www.cottaquillacopper.com/
mailto:samwhite@mexicanhomeart.com
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Who We Are

Cottaquilla Copper LLP began in 2006 near the largest center of traditional copper work in 
the New World. We are a small company run by its 4 owners, two of whom live in Mexico 
and 2 of whom live in the United States. 

Cottaquilla Copper LLP sell 2 things- Quality Copper Products for home and business and 
Quality Customer Service. We guarantee the fine quality of our products and when you 
want more information you speak directly to us, the owners of the company. We have 
personally chosen to maintain a high standard of quality in our products even though we 
know that price is important. We work hard to provide our customers with excellent prices
without sacrificing product quality or our commitment to personal customer service and 
work ethic. We are proud of the quality of our hammered copper products and service and
of the copper artisans who continually refine their work to meet our standards. Because 
our production manager lives in Mexico we can work very closely with you and the 
coppersmith on every detail of an order that leaves the shop. If a copper product doesn’t 
meet our standards for quality and beauty, then it is reworked until it does. We are as 
proud of our service as of the quality of our copper products.

Contact information:

We can be contacted by phone at: 

Sam White- (866) 216-1595, (214) 935-9108, samwhite@mexicanhomeart.com

Wayne Brewster – US 480-639-3796 or Mexico 011-52-443-380-3135    
wbrewster91@yahoo.com

You can visit us at: www.cottaquillacopper.com

http://www.cottaquillacopper.com/
mailto:wbrewster91@yahoo.com
mailto:samwhite@mexicanhomeart.com
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Our Patinas
All of our patinas are heat raised. How the patinas are created is the secret of every shop. 
We always wax our products as a final step. However, the customer can request to leave 
off the wax. The wax tends to better protect the patina but it also retards the antibacterial 
quality. The choice is yours. 

Our standard patinas are somber and old natural. Our premium patinas, which require 
more time to produce, are at an added cost.

Standard Patinas

 
Premium Patinas

                   

Verdigris
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Our Standard Motifs and Designs  

                                       
Copper Lazy Susan with Design        Copper Integrated Sink with Motif

               
We offer
many more motifs and designs. Create your own.
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Our Copper Bar Tops and Counter Tops
All of our bar tops and counter tops have been custom designed. Send us your specs and 
we will create a beautiful custom bar top or counter top for your business or home.

Specifications:
*20 Gauge hammered copper  *Plywood substrate *Basic 2” thick top *All patinas available 
*L-Shape and circular bar tops *Built in joinery hardware (dog bone hardware) installed 
where applicable

Options: *drop lowered front edge, *eased top edges, *radius corners, 
* gutter drink rails with removable decorative grate, *motif and logo artwork, 
*drink spill rail (gutter) with grates, *embedded sinks

                           

Otra Vez Bar in Denver                                                 Custom Counter Top for Home

Garduños Restaurant, Albuquerque                            Custom Wine Bar for Home
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Our Copper Table Tops
Standard
Our copper table tops are made from 20 gauge hand-hammered copper glued to 1.5”-2” 
particleboard or plywood (for an extra charge) Cross pieces are screwed to the bottom for 
additional support and wehand-hammer edges. Our tables come in standard sizes and can 
be custom made. Please allow 2-3 weeks for delivery unless otherwise scheduled. Please 
call for large sizes.

Specifications:
      *99% (1% zinc) Pure hand-hammered copper *Standard sizes and custom sizes 
      *Cross supports and custom supports *TIG hand welded with pure copper rod 

*Antibacterial  *Chemical and lacquer free  *Easy to maintain with just soap and water 
*Add motifs, designs, rivets *Come in all patinas *20 Gauge copper  *1.5-2” Edge  
*Square or rounded corners *Particleboard or plywood

Sizes: Round 18” TTR18 and up, Square 18x18 TTS18 and up, Rectangular 24x30” 
TTRE24x30 and up, Oval 40x21 TTO40x21 and up, Custom sizes 
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Our Copper Table Tops

         
                   Table Supports                               Round Rivets                                        Family Bird Logo   

                               
                Copper Table Top Round 64” (Antique)                      Copper Table Top Square 30x30 (New Natural)

             
Copper Coffee Table Rectangular 40x21 (Natural)  Copper Dining Table Oval 84x56 (Somber)
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Table Bases
Cottaquilla Copper offers hand forged iron bases and manufactured iron bases for use with
our table tops for home, restaurant, and bar. We have selected a variety of bases to fit 
small, medium and large table tops as well as round, square, rectangular and oval shapes. 
Most come in sizes for Dining, Bar, Bistro, Counter, Coffee, Console, and End tables. Some 
of our selections have matching chairs and stools. Our standard patina is Black. Our 
premium patinas, at an additional cost, are Aged Rust, Aged Bronze, and Aged Pewter. For 
specific information on each style, please contact us. Please note that we do not sell bases 
alone.
Hand Forged Iron Bases

                                
  Alexander 70-237       South Fork 70-503          Italia 70-248          Corinthian 70-263       

                  
 Woodland 70-518                Salisbury 70-260                  Bainbridge 71-228          

            
  Base Finishes        Copper Table Top 60” with Motif, Alexander Base and Matching Chairs
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Table Bases
Manufactured Bases:
Our manufactured bases are cast iron and alumacast and vary for table size. Some are 
adjustable in height and can come with footrings. Our standard finish is Black. Chrome may
be available. For more models and  information on specifications give us a call.
X Bases:

                                              
4 Column x 743X       2 Column x 524X     Cast Iron x 9550       4 Post x 524
Disk Bases:

                                                                            
Cast Iron Disk9600     xl cast iron disk JDC28    Triangular with Floor Plate   Pyramid Cast 
Iron

            8608      CJB801  

Other:

                  
Arc Tripod 9720           Buttress Cast Aluminum Barrel CJ602

Copper Table Top 60” Natural with 4 Post X Base
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Copper Table Gallery

                   
Copper Top with Salisbury Console Base             Copper Top with Italia Dining Table Base

Copper Top with Coffee 16 Set Table Base          Copper Top with 4 Column Post Base
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Copper Lazy Susans
Add a Copper Lazy Susan to your table order. Sizes begin at 14 inches. We have made them
as large as 30 inches! Add a motif or design for an elegant look.

Specifications:
*14 inches and up *20 Gauge copper on particleboard  *felt pads  *motifs and designs

                        
Copper Lazy Susan 14” Old Natural   Copper Lazy Susan with       Copper Lazy Susan with
                                                                 with Fleur de Lis Design        with Grapes Design 

  
 Custom Copper Lazy Susan                        Copper Lazy Susan with Fleur de Lis Design
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Copper Range Hoods
Standard Range Hoods
Mexican Home Art produces standard and custom wall mount and island mount range 
hoods.  All of our range hoods are hand-hammered 17-gauge copper secured to a wrought
iron substructure. Please allow 4 to 6-week delivery for standard range hoods and 6-8 
weeks for custom range hoods.

            
Range Hood Wall Mount RHW36x22x26    Range Hood Island Mount RHI36x27x26

Specifications:
*17 gauge copper *Wall Mount and Island Mount *Forged iron substructure  *Standard 
and Custom Designs

     
Copper Range Hood 36x22x26 (Somber)      Custom Copper Range Hood (Somber)
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Copper Kitchen Sinks
Standard Farmhouse and Drop-In Sinks

                                        
Farmhouse Single Well FHSW33x22x10    Drop In Double Well DIDW33x22x10          

Specifications:   
*99% (1% zinc) Pure hand-hammered copper  *Standard US sizes 33x22x10  *Drop-in 
and under-mount single well and double well   *16 Gauge copper  *15 Gauge copper 
apron *3.5” Drain opening *2” Flat edge * TIG hand welded with pure copper rod   
* Tested against leaks  *Antibacterial *Chemical and lacquer free *Easy to maintain 
with just soap and water *Available with motifs and designs *Can be Custom Ordered

Copper Farmhouse Sink Single Well (Sink shown in Somber Patina)
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Copper Kitchen Sinks 
Standard Bar/Prep Sinks

                         
Bar-Prep Sink Round BPSR17x6                  Bar-Prep Sink Square BPSSQ15x15x7             
(Somber)          (Somber)

Specifications:
*99% (1% zinc) pure hand-hammered copper *Multiple Standard US sizes  *Drop-in 
and under-mount  *16 gauge and 18 gauge copper  *1.5”, 2”, 3.5” drain opening  *1-2” 
flat edge  * TIG hand welded with pure copper rod  *Tested against leaks  
*Antibacterial *Chemical and lacquer free  *Easy to maintain with just soap and water  
*Available with designs and motifs  *Can be Custom Ordered

 
Copper Bar-Prep Sink Square (Café)              Copper Bar-Prep Sink Round (Somber)
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Copper Bathroom Vanity Sinks
Standard Drop-In, Under-mount, and Vessel 

Vanity Sink Oval VSO19x14x7 (Café)      Vessel Sink Round VVSR17x6 (Somber) 

Specifications:
*99% (1% zinc) pure hand-hammered copper  *Standard US sizes  *Drop-in, under-
mount, top of vanity  *18 gauge copper  *1.5” drain opening  *No overflow opening  * 
TIG hand welded with pure copper rod   *Antibacterial  *Chemical and lacquer free  
Easy to maintain with just soap and water   * Available with designs or motifs  *Can be 
Custom Ordered

                

Copper Vanity Sink Oval (Somber)       Copper Vanity Vessel Sink Round (New Natural)
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Copper Bathtubs 
Standard Bathtubs
Bathtubs – Mexican Home Art sells standard and custom bathtubs. Our “Slipper” bathtubs 
are standard products. Tubs can come with and without rings. The bathtubs have no 
overflow hole and can be ordered with any size drain hole. Standard tubs have a 1.25 drain
opening. All bathtubs are made of 16 gauge copper. If the tub has a base, then the base is 
15 gauge copper. Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.

            
Single Slipper Bathtub BT66x33 (Somber)   Double Slipper Bathtub BTR72x33 (Somber)

Specifications:
*16 gauge with 15 gauge base *Standard 1.25” drain opening

  
Copper Bathtub Single Slipper 66x33 (Somber)
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Copper Accessories
Our copper accessories include Copper Lamp Shades, Copper Pot Hangers, Copper Panels, 
Copper Tiles, Copper Backsplashes, Copper Wall Plates, and more. Call us with your ideas.

             
Custom Copper Lampshade Copper Pot Rack      Copper Pie Safe Panels with Rooster

                              
Copper Tiles 4x4 with Kokopelli Motif                   Custom Copper Backsplash Nature Design

 Custom Copper Wall Plate
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Copper Product Care and Maintenance

Copper products are easy to maintain. Simply use a mild soap and water and a soft cloth 
for drying. Since our products are hand-hammered with a natural finish, do not use 
abrasive cleaners, harsh chemicals or steel wool pads as these will scratch the surface and 
affect the patina of your product. Copper has antibacterial qualities so there is no need to 
disinfect the product with harsh chemicals or abrasive cleaners. Acidic foods can affect the 
patina leaving a shiny spot if allowed to sit for prolonged periods of time on your product. 
Should an acidic food such as tomato or citrus fruit affect the patina, there is no need to 
worry, as the original patina will return in time and with use. The BEST remedy is to leave 
the area free of wax or oil so that air can naturally re-oxidize the product. The finish of 
your product will gradually change over time, as this is the nature of copper. To protect the
original patina and to aid in water runoff, you can use a paste wax product such as 
Johnson’s Paste Wax. We recommend that you use a PASTE wax or an oil wax that has no 
citric element. Rub the wax into your product and then buff well. Remember that your 
copper product is a “living” product. It is only natural that it changes over time. Be aware 
that all copper products have a finish that is by nature of the oxidation process uneven and
variable in color and pattern. This gives your product its beauty and charm. It does not 
constitute a defect in product.

We hope you will love your copper product from Cottaquilla Copper LLP and appreciate 
the ease of care and maintenance. Should you have any further questions regarding the 
care and maintenance of your copper product, please do not hesitate to contact us.
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WHOLESALE GUARANTEE POLICY

Cottaquilla Copper LLP does not directly produce copper items or iron bases. We work 
with several very fine artisan shops. We have a great deal of confidence in the products we
sell. Further, we examine every piece, in sunlight, prior to accepting and shipping it. Thus, 
we are certain of the quality of what we send. On all wholesale purchases, to clients who 
will re-sell the item, we do not accept extended responsibility for items that will go to 
other parties. Please open the item when it arrives. If it is damaged in shipment, we will 
replace it. Any claims about damage or quality must be made within five days. 

WARRANTY
Cottaquilla Copper LLP will replace without charge any defective product. Shiny spots 
caused by acidic foods left on copperware and variations in color and pattern of the patina 
DO NOT constitute product defects. Due to the nature of copper, the coppersmith cannot 
control all the colors and patterns of the patina. We reserve the right to inspect a product 
before replacing it or before issuing a refund. 

We also reserve the right to make repair suggestions to be carried out by the customer 
prior to issuing a replacement or refund. We require that photographs be emailed to us to 
help us determine outcomes. Cottaquilla Copper LLP will not be responsible for any labor 
charges. This warranty will apply for a 60 day period from the date of receipt and can only 
be exercised by the original owner. The copper surfaces must not have been subjected to 
abuse, and must have been cleaned and used only as recommended. Other than this 
written warranty, no other warranty for our products, spoken or written, shall apply.

(Please call us at (866) 216-1595, (214) 935-9108 or (480) 639-3796 for clarification about 
any of these policies. If requested, we will give you a written reply.)

All Cottaquilla Copper LLP Catalog photographs and text are copyrighted and cannot be 
used for any reason without permission from Cottaquilla Copper LLP.
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